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-Dynamic results are obtained with HONMA clubs and these advantages continue to be 
demonstrated by the TEAM HONMA.- 

Two champions were born from the TEAM HONMA! 
Hideto Tanihara defends his HEIWA・PGM CHAMPIONSHIP title and rises to the top of 

the JGTO money list with his third victory of this season! 
& 

Shan-Shan Feng wins the LPGA tournament for the second week in a row! 
TEAM HONMA attains a one-two-three finish at the TOTO Japan Classic.  

 

HONMA GOLF CO., LTD. 
 

HONMA GOLF CO., LTD., (head office: Roppongi Hills Mori 
Tower 35F, 6-10-1 Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo; 
representative director & president: Yasuki Ito) signed 
contracts for the use of clubs and articles with professional 
golfer Hideto Tanihara and professional golfer Shan-Shan 
Feng. On November 6, both golfers won their respective 
tournaments. 
Hideto Tanihara won the HEIWA・PGM CHAMPIONSHIP on 
the JGTO Tour  (November 3rd to 6th) at the Soubu 
Country Club, Chiba. He managed to defend his title and 
cemented his third victory of the season. 
Shan-Shan Feng won the TOTO Japan Classic on the 
LPGA Tour (November 4th to 6th) at the Taiheiyo Club 
Minori Course, Ibaraki. This was her third victory of the 
season and a win in her second consecutive week. This 
pair of victories allowed TEAM HONMA to bring its victory 
tally this season to eighteen across various tournaments 
played worldwide. 
TEAM HONMA members, including JLPGA professional 
golfer Bo-Mee Lee, presently at the head of the JGTO 
money list and the JLPGA money list. 
Having won the Sime Darby LPGA Malaysia tournament 
(October 27th to 30th) the week before, Shan-Shan Feng 
won back-to-back tournaments for the first time on the 
LPGA Tour. At the TOTO Japan Classic, professional golfer 
Hana-Jang came in second place and professional golfer 
So Yeon Ryu tied for third place. TEAM HONMA thus 
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attained a one-two-three finish. In the Rolex Ranking, 
Shan-Shan Feng ranks eighth while Hana-Jang ranks tenth. 
(The above rankings are all current as of November 7th.) 
 
In the course of aspiring to win thirty tournaments worldwide this year, TEAM HONMA will once again 
demonstrate the advantages of our TOUR WORLD x VIZARD clubs on tours around the globe during the 
2016 season. We hope that you will continue to support TEAM HONMA as we endeavor to reach our goal. 
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Hideto Tanihara 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Comment 
 

Thanks to everyone’s support, I was able to 
win my third tournament of this season and 
defend my title for the latest tournament.  
 
With this victory, I managed to place myself 
back on top of the JGTO money list. I will 
continue to work hard to achieve success in 
the remaining four tournaments of this season 
in order to bring more smiles to everyone’s 
faces. 
 
Please continue to stand in my corner. 

[Date of Birth] November 16, 1978  

[Nationality] Japan 

[Height]  178cm 

[Club Setting] 
1W : TW727 455s PROTO(Matt Black) 

9.5°  VIZARD YZ75     (X) 
3W : TW727    15°  VIZARD YZ75       (S) 
UT : TW737UT     18°  VIZARD IB85U   
UT : HONMA PROTOTYPE DG TOUR ISSUE AMT  (S200) 
4I-10I : TW737Vs    DG TOUR ISSUE AMT  (S200) 
AW : TW-W     51°  DG TOUR ISSUE      (S200)  
SW : TW-W     59°  DG TOUR ISSUE      (S200)  
 
[JGTO money list] Top 

[Average stroke] Top 

(*as of November 7, 2016) 
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Shan-Shan Feng 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Comment 
 

[Date of Birth] August 5, 1989  

[Nationality] China 

[Height]  172cm  

[Club Setting] 
1W : TW727 455  11° VIZARD YC65 (R) 
3W : TW727 FW  15°  VIZARD YC55  (R) 
UT : TW727 UT  19°  VIZARD UT550 
UT : TW727 UT  22° VIZARD UT550 
5I-10I : TW727V  NS PRO 950GH  (R) 

 AW : W105P  50°  NS PRO 950GH  (R) 
 

[ROLEX Rankings] 8th  

[LPGA money list] 6th  

    (*as of November 7, 2016) 

For this tournament, I relied heavily on my UT club, 

which helped me immensely to lower my score. Even 

it was my first try of them, I have felt that my TOUR 

WORLD UT clubs are a perfect fit for me in terms of 

my sense of distance, accuracy, and intuition. 

 

I believe that my ability to hit the ball in a way that felt 

good to me even when I encountered difficult pin 

positions on the last day of the tournament contributed 

to this victory.  

 

I truly trust my TOUR WORLD clubs to let me play my 

current brand of golf with affection and hit balls with 

tremendous accuracy! 

 


